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**NSF Fellowships (2013)**
Melissa DeWolf
Diane Goldenberg
Amanda Norona
Ariel Schvarcz
Melissa Sheng
Andrew Silva
Amy Zheng

**NSF Honorable Mentions (2013)**
Christopher Begeny
Tiffany Chow
Anne Collins
Carolyn Davies
Joey Essoe
Laura Finch
Meghan McKenzie
Josephine Menkin
Mona Moieni
Ivy Onyeador
Derek Powell
Hannah Schacter
Julia Schroeder
Irene Tung

**Ford Foundation Predoctoral Fellowship (2013)**
Joey Essoe (waitlist)
Ivy Onyeador

**NRSA Awards**
Kelly Courtney - Ruth Kirschstein, NRSA, Individual Predoctoral Fellowship
Guadalupe Espinoza - Ruth Kirschstein, NRSA, Individual Predoctoral Fellowship
Shulamite Green – Ruth Kirschstein, NRSA, Individual Predoctoral Fellowship

**Graduate Division Awards (2013-14)**
Lily Brown - UCLA Affiliates Award, Dr. Ursula Mandel Award
Dawn Chen – Dissertation Year Fellowship
Alexandra Dupont – Dr. Ursula Mandel Award
Janine Dutcher – Dr. Ursula Mandel Award & Siff Award
Cindy Fast – Dissertation Year Fellowship
Holly Hamilton – Dissertation Year Fellowship
Andrea Niles – Dissertation Year Fellowship
Elizabeth Raposa – Dissertation Year Fellowship
Kim Tsai – Dissertation Year Fellowship
Veronica Yan – Dissertation Year Fellowship

**Graduation Division Research Mentorship Fellowships (2013-14)**
Carolyn Bufford
Clarissa Cortland
Elizabeth Dalton
Karen Guan
Kate Herts
Grace Jackson
Derek Powell
Lauren Sherman
Irene Tung
Graduate Division Summer Research Mentorship Awards (2013)

Sunny Bai
Jide Bamishigbin          Emily Hartwell
Margaret Bauer            Kate Herts
Christopher Begeny        Grace Jackson
Ariana Bell               Stephanie Kiesow
Adam Blake                Matthew Lawrence
Carolyn Bufford           Amanda Loerinc
Spencer Bujarski          Daniel Lumian
Tiffany Chow              Meghan McKenzie
Jordan Coello             Andrew Moskowitz
Clarissa Cortland         Amanda Norona
Elizabeth Dalton          Ivy Onyeador
John Dell’Italia          Emily Owens
Melissa Dewolf            Christina Schonberg
Janine Dutcher            Julia Schroeder
Joey Essoe                Ariel Schvarcz
Laura Finch               Melissa Sheng
Jennifer Forsyth          Andrew Silva
Laurel Gabard-Durnam      Irene Tung
Karen Guan                Yolanda Vasquez
Benjamin Gunter           Chela Willey
Sisi Guo                  Vanessa Zavala
Lauren Hanover            Amy Zheng

Psychology Dept. Teaching Practicum Program Participants (2013)

Lauren Burakowski
Michael Friedman          Brian Odegaard
Christine Guardino       Kirsten Trickey
Laura Johnson             Carole Yue

Psychology Department Awards

Spencer Bujarski –Stanley Sue Distinguished Research Award (Clinical Area)
Elizabeth Castle - Harold H. Kelley Award & Bertram Raven Award (Social Area)
Jessica Chiang - First Annual Health Psychology Graduate Student Paper Prize
Kelly Courtney –Charles Y. Nakamura Award (Clinical Area)
Guadalupe Espinoza -2013 Millard Madsen Distinguished Dissertation Award (Dev. Area)
Cindy Fast- Franz Distinguished Teaching Assistant Award 2012-13
Elizabeth Goldenberg- PROPS Graduate Mentor
Christine Guardino- Franz Distinguished Teaching Assistant Award 2012-13
Sisi Guo –Scientist Practitioner Award (Clinical Area)
Stephanie Groman – Joseph A. Gengerelli Distinguished Dissertation Award 2013
Tristen Inagaki - Norma and Seymour Feshbach Doctoral Dissertation Award
James Li–Michael J. Goldstein Distinguished Research Award (Clinical Area)
Traci Plumb- Franz Distinguished Teaching Assistant Award 2012-13
Mariana Preciado- Social Area Dissertation Award
Meredith Sears –Senior Scientist Practitioner Award (Clinical Area)
Michael Vendetti – Chertoff Graduate Student Service Award 2013
UCLA Awards
Alexandra Dupont – Pre-Doc Fellowship, UCLA Career Development Program in Population-Based Cancer Prevention and Control Research
Cari Gillen-O’Neel- Distinguished Teaching Assistant Award
Dylan Gee - Mautner Graduate Award from the Life Sciences Division
Kate Humphreys- Charles E. and Sue K. Young Graduate Student Award
Christina Schonberg - UCLA Lambda Alumni Scholarship

Extramural Awards
Vince Allen – APA Training Institute Participant
Natsuki Atagi – Finalist, Paul and Daisy Soros Fellowship for New Americans
Lily Brown - 2013 Division 29 Jeffrey E. Barnett Psychotherapy Research Paper Award
Stephanie Groman - APF/COGDOP Clarence J Rosecrans Scholarship
Kathryn Humphreys - Society of Clinical Psychology’s Distinguished Student Service in Clinical Psychology Award & Student Achievement Award, Society of Clinical Child and Adolescent Psychology (Division 53), American Psychological Association (2013)
Casey Knifsend - American Association of University Women American Dissertation Fellowship
Jennifer Perusini - BRI/Semel Institute Neuroscience Graduate Travel Award for Society for Neuroscience Conference
Patrick Rock - Diversity Fund Graduate Travel Award Recipient for the 2013 SPSP Conference
Eva Telzer (alum) - Society for Research on Child Development (SRCD): Outstanding Dissertation Award
Yolie Vasquez - UC MEXUS Small Grant
Joshua Wiley - Stanford Workshop in Biodemography Scholarship
Hannah Williamson - APA/Psi Chi Edwin B Newman Graduate Research Award
Moriel Zelikowsky (alum)– James McKeen Cattell Dissertation competition winner

Training Grants (2013-14)
Larissa Dooley- NIGMS Health Psychology and Population Sciences
Emily Hartwell – UCLA ISAP Drug Abuse Research Training Center
Josie Menkin - NIA Economics and Demography of Aging Training, California Center for Population Research (CCPR)
Mona Moeini - NIGMS Health Psychology and Population Sciences
Zach Pennington - UCLA Training Program in TDNA
Jennifer Perusini – UCLA Training Program in TDNA
Joshua Wiley – NIA, Economics and Demography of Aging Training Program

APA Student Travel Awards (2013)
Lauren Berkovits (nominee)
Dylan Gee (nominee)
Elizabeth Raposa (nominee)

Dylan Gee
Stephanie Groman